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NATURALLY GROWN,  
MEDICAL-GRADE CBD  

Scientifically formulated to enhance your well being

Relax, Recover, and Rebalance
Our aim is to help you to relax, recover & rebalance.  
We combine exotic hemp-derived cannabinoids  
extracts, custom terpenes, functional mushrooms  
and botanical adaptogens to help you feel and  
perform at your best.

We use good ingredients, validated by science.  And 
we give honest guidance, without the non-sense.

Formulated With Purpose
Our approach is based on creating natural products 
that work.  We believe science can direct us towards 
the best ingredients Nature has to offer.  

Focusing on specific health themes, like performance 
and focus, rest and better sleep, or joint and muscle 
comfort, we obsessively research the natural ingre-
dients that are validated by science that will com-
plement the hemp botanical extracts and have the 
biggest impact on your life.

Premium Quality Ingredients

We want to help people perform and feel their best  
by supporting strong, active body systems. To do  
that, we are committed to ensuring that we use  
natural ingredients produced to the highest standards 
to deliver maximum targeted results.

We adhere to the highest quality and purity standards. 
Our ingredients are organic where possible and always 
come from bio-sustainable sources and producers that 
are treated fairly. To ensure quality and consistency, 
we batch test every product run not just once...but 
twice!   What we tell you is in it, is in it. Nothing else.
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CUSTOM FORMULATED TERPENES & ADAPTOGENS

We use only premium synergistic adaptogens along with doctor created custom terpene 
blends to create products that help boost energy, enhance focus, improve sleep, and improve 
recovery. Learn more about the therapeutic effects of terpenes and adaptogens below.

What makes us different?

CUSTOM TERPENES

The essential oils present in the cannabis plant — and in fact in 
all plants — terpenes are like the hardworking herbal roadies 
to the cannabis flower rock-star. Laboring behind the scenes, 
terpenes give cannabis its distinctive aromatic and flavor  
qualities, as well as imparting a host of therapeutic effects. 

EXOTIC CANNABINOIDS

You may have heard of CBD but what about CBN? CBG? CBC? 
Cannabinoids -- the active chemicals in medical marijuana -- are 
similar to chemicals the body makes that are involved in appetite, 
memory, movement, and pain. Research suggests cannabinoids 
might: Help us sleep, reduce anxiety, reduce inflammation, and 
relieve pain.

CUSTOM ADAPTOGENS

Adaptogens are non-toxic plants that help your body handle 
stress, whether physical, chemical or biological. These herbs 
and roots have been used for centuries in Chinese and Ayurve-
dic healing traditions. The Raw Botanics Co. uses customized 
adaptogen formulas to help create life balance.
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Subtle yet packing a potent punch, RISE is your morning ritual—any time of  day.  Intended to 
energize your body naturally without caffeine, RISE delivers an energetic blend of  terpenes, an 
invigorating citrus flavor and natural adaptogens that help awaken your senses.

RISE

RISE TINCTURE

500MG CBD
ASHWAGANDHA + CHAGA
FULL SPECTRUM
1 FL. OZ. / 30ML

Approx. 30 servings

RISE SOFTGEL CAPSULES

750MG CBD
ASHWAGANDHA + CHAGA

FULL SPECTRUM
30 SOFTGELS

25MG per serving
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The ultimate stress relieving and brain enhancing formula, RELAX helps you unwind and 
brighten your outlook, while helping to enhance your mental stamina and focus. RELAX will 
help you seize the day. 

RELAX

RELAX TINCTURE

1000MG CBD / CBC
ASHWAGANDHA + LION’S MANE
BROAD SPECTRUM
1 FL. OZ. / 30ML

Approx. 30 servings

RISE SOFTGEL CAPSULES

750MG CBD / CBC
ASHWAGANDHA + LION’S MANE

BROAD SPECTRUM
30 SOFTGELS

25MG per serving
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Designed to initiate your body’s natural sleep cycle, REST is your nighttime 
ritual. A sedative blend of  terpenes and adaptogens, REST utilizes the power 
of  CBN to help you achieve deep sleep and wake up feeling refreshed.

REST

REST TINCTURE

1000MG CBD / CBN
ASHWAGANDHA + CORDYCEPS
TURKEY TAIL + TURMERIC
BROAD SPECTRUM
1 FL. OZ. / 30ML

Approx. 30 servings

REST SOFTGEL CAPSULES

750MG CBN
ASHWAGANDHA + CORDYCEPS

TURKEY TAIL + TURMERIC
BROAD SPECTRUM

30 SOFTGELS

25MG per serving

SOOTHING PILLOW & MASK MIST

100MG CBD 
BROAD SPECTRUM

1 FL. OZ. / 30ML

Approx. 350 sprays
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Boost your immunity, improve athletic performance, cure a hangover—RESTORE can help do it 
all. The go-to product for people who want the maximum benefit of  CBD and adaptogens, RE-
STORE will help reinvigorate your mind, body and soul.

RESTORE

RESTORE TINCTURE

2500MG CBD / CBG
ASHWAGANDHA + REISHI
BROAD SPECTRUM
1 FL. OZ. / 30ML

Approx. 30 servings

RESTORE SOFTGEL CAPSULES

750MG CBD / CBG 
ASHWAGANDHA + REISHI

BROAD SPECTRUM
30 SOFTGELS

25MG per serving
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RESTORE, Relieve, & Recover

A

B
C

A.  RAW ADVANTAGE BODY LOTION

The smooth consistency of our Raw Advantage CBD 
Hand and Body Lotion will leave your skin feeling  
moisture-rich—without feeling greasy, sticky, or oily.  
This product contains Vitamin A and D, glycerin, aloe 
vera, almond oil, lemongrass & ginger terpenes, and 
Vitamin E.

B.  RAW RECOVER MUSCLE & JOINT  
 RELIEF CREAM

Our timed-released Raw Recovery features hemp- 
derived cannabinoids and an essential oil blend that 
acts quickly to dissolve muscle tension by utilizing  
the soothing coolness of menthol blended with the  
uplifting aromas of lavender and rosemary.

C.  RAW RECOVER MUSCLE & JOINT  
 RELIEF CREAM (COOLING ROLL ON)

Our Raw Recovery cooling roll on allows for a  
convenient, mess-free and deeply penetrating  
application of CBD. This topical provides a cooling 
sensation as the CBD absorbs through the skin to help 
dissolve muscle tension, delivering relief through the 
uplifting aromas of essential oils and the soothing  
coolness of menthol.

BODY LOTION

300MG CBD
BROAD SPECTRUM
4 OZ. / 120ML

COOLING ROLL ON

500MG CBD
BROAD SPECTRUM
2% MENTHOL
3 OZ. / 90ML

PAIN RELIEF CREAM

500MG CBD
BROAD SPECTRUM
2% MENTHOL
1.69 OZ. / 50ML
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CONTACT US 

Raw Botanics, LLC
1013 Clipper Court
Del Mar, CA (2014

behappy@rawbotanics.com
619.379.0007

For information on new products, pricing, or 
partnerships, please contact:

Les Kollegian  
les@rawbotanics.com
619-379-0007

Press & Media, please contact:

Ray Drasnin
ray@purplepenguinpr.com
619-890-6000

For current pricing and product availability, 
please visit www.rawbotanics.com.


